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Activity Description in Nutshell:
The webinar was organized on 6th and 7th January 2022. It was graced by highly qualified, speaker Mr.
Mukesh Jain, who is CTO, Chief Innovation Officer & VP Insights & Data at Capgemini, India. He
briefly explained how to approach problem-solving, which is an essential skill in the IT field in a datadriven way. He proceeded to tell how that helps in decision making and illustrated it using use-cases
which brought interactivity in the session. He provided examples for the same which helped students
grab the essence of the matted. The speaker then brought forward the main topic AI and started by
briefly summarizing the terminologies related to subjects in a way that familiarized the audience with
the topic and elevated the interest level. He also shared his experiences while working on the Microsoft

Outlook team and how he used data analytics to solve a very basic but crucial problem by thinking in
data driven way. He touched on topics such as search engine optimization and IOT and their connection
with AI which provided a base for further conversation. In the second session of the first day, he
elaborated on how AI worlds in action with a great example in the NLP field, Character recognition,
and shared an experience on the same. He proceeds to talk in detail about AI and its major divisions, its
components, evolution and its role in decision making. In the first session of day he explained the
concept of Natural language processing and explained the theory behind it like tokenization and tagging.
In the latter session of the day he demonstrated NLP in working with example and encouraged students
to code themselves and play around with concept to get a better grasp of it. By not limiting to the aim
of his talk, he also gave the students an insight about opportunities AI, ML and Data Science. He
elaborated on career path by touching on points like curiosity, attitude and aptitude and concluded the
session with an insight of future trends in AI. After every session students were presented with the
opportunity to interact with speaker to clear their doubts.
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